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Gun control measure adopted
ing county and city gun ordinances.
_
NEWS EDfTOR
The abolition of existing city
and county gun control ordiThe university has adopted nances created a loophole, alan emergency rule concerning lowing people to carry nonthe possession of firearms on concealed weapons in a public
university property.
place.
.
It prohibits the possession
General Counsel for UCF~
of any unauthorized weapops , Dr. Ashmun Brown, drafted
on campus or any university- the UCF gun rule, and it was
controlled property.
approved by Associate Vice
The rule was put into effect President for Academic Affairs
after state legislators set up a FrankJuge.
state-wide procedure making
Juge said that the measure
it easier ·for most people to was necessary for the proteccarry guns legally. The new tion of students and faculty.
gun law also abolished e-xistHe said that students are
by Samantha J. Griffin

already prohibited from carrying firearms and dangerous
materials on campus under
The Golden Rule, the handbook for UCF students.
"I feel it's important that

students be reassured that
this is a rule that protects
them from any individual who
might carry a weapon on campus," Juge said.
Juge said, "When the legislature struck the sections of
law dealing · with non-concealed weapons, that meant
we were not sure that we had
rules protecting students and
faculty from non-students who
bring firearms on campus."
Juge added that the only
people authorized to bring firearms on campus are people
like sworn peace officers and
military science students en-

gaged in military training
classes under faculty supervision.
He said no one -else is allowed to bring firearms on
university property or property under control of the univers1ty.
Property under university
control includes things such as
the Institute of La!?ers. It's
located in the Research Park
and is being leased by the university.
Legislators are in the process of closing the loophole that
aUows people to openly carry
handguns.

UCF's head chaplain of three years
is trading his campus duties for a
church environment as he begins work
.at an Episcopal Church in New Smyrna
Beach.
The Rev. John Liebler, director of
United Campus Ministries, has accepted a ca11 from St. Peter the Fisher.man Episcopal Church and will serve
as its vicar beginning Oct. 15.
In 1985, Liebler set up Canterbury
House, a Christian living center for
students-. The off-campus apartment
complex provides a Christian atmosphere where students can share their ices.
problems and participate in bible
Liebler has been· active with the
study.
Health Center and the Orientation
As the 1986-'87 chairman . of the Team as well as forming Canterbury
Interfaith Committee, Liebler oversees
the planning and construction for the
SEE LIEBLER PAGE 6

Respiratory care students breathing easy this week
-

by Paulo Rodriguez
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Hats off to UCF's Department of Cardiopulmonary Sciences this week as they join the nation in
celebrating Nation~l Respiratory Care Week, Oct. 410.
Students in UCFs respiratory therapy program
are helping to educate others about respiratory care.
At 1 p. m. today there will be a display in the Health
and Physics lobby. Students are also working on
respiratory presentations to deliver to area high
schools.

According to Sharon Douglas of the Department of
Cardiopulmonary Sciences, UCF was the second ~
university in the country to gain accreditation with a
four-year respiratory therapy program. FloridaA&M
offers the only other four-year respiratory therapy
program in the state.
The department accepts 24 students to the respiratory therapy program each year. According to
Douglas, the program is expensive and students
spend a lot of time working with high-tech equipment.
Seniors in the respiratory the~apy program are

CONFETTI
• TurntoConfettitosee
a feature about Aunt
Harriet, a UCF professor
and raido show host.
Also, see a review of the
new CBS release Windy
and Lisa.

--

SEERESPIRATORY PAGE 5

Professor Tim Worrell demonstrates the use of the
"Body Bo~· to student Jonathan Waugh.
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Read how Brian
Makar envisions UCF' s
program to rank among
state's best in the future.
Also, former UCF hoopster signs a pro contract.
See page 12
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But there is much agreement over just what the
scores mean.
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
U.S. Secretary of Education William J. Bennett
thought they were "good news," though "we're still
Minority students scored higher than ever on this seeing an insufficient payofffor what we've invested
year's college aptitude tests, while other students es- in education. We need better results. We need acsentially held their own, reports from the sponsors of countability for results."
"The increasing number of students taking the
the Scholastic Aptitude Test and American College
Testing tests showed last week.
SAT is an encouraging, sign since it means that a
But the highest scorers, reports showed, once great many more stud~n'ts are actually considering
again tended to be wealthy, male and white.
going to college," said Donald.M. Stewart, president
·
Cknerally, ACT scores showed little change from of the College Board.
last year, while SAT scores have been stable for 3
But at the same time, Stewart termed the results
years.
"not dramatic."
Average SAT verbal scores among students who
In general, average aptitude test scores began
are this year's freshmen were 430, down one point falling in 1967, and didn't stop until 1981.
from 1986, while the math average score rose one
Observers explained the long decline with a varipoint to 476, the College Board reported.
ety of theories ranging from less-:rigorous high
The average composite ACT score in 1987 was schools to the shrinking size offamilie.s to the atmos18.7, down 0.1 percent fro_m 1986 averages.
pheric testing of nuclear weapons through 1963.
As the national average stayed the same, however,
Bennett continued to blame high schools for failblack students improved their scores.
.
ing to prepare students to take the tests, while the
On the SAT, black test takers raised their average College Board itself saw 1987' s results as a reflection
verbal score from 346 in 1985 to 351 in 198 7. Average of the number of students taking the test.
math scores rose one point, from 376 fo 377.
"The more kids that take the test, the greater the
Black ACT takers averaged 13.4 in 198 7, up from variety of students and the lower the scores," noted
13.0 in 1986. White students averaged 19.7, and College Board spokesman Fred Moreno.
Asian-Americans 19.8.
The number of students taking the test in 1987

Staff Report

rose 8 percent.
Board research chief Robert Camero'.9 added,
"There's no doubt that the students wbo take more ·
challenging courses in high school tend to do better on
the test."
~
Indeed, ACT director of minority education
Samuel D. Cargile credited better high school preparation for the rise in minority sco:res.
"Over the past several years, the proportion of
ACT-tested students from minority groups taking a
core high school curriculum has increased noticeably," Cargile said.
Nevertheless, wealthy, white male test takers still
outperformed other students,, prompting critics _
again to label the tests biased.
Students with family incomes more than $70,000,
averaged 523 math and 471 verbal on the SAT.
Students whose families had incomes of less than
$10,000 had average scores of 416 · math and 364
verbaf
"The continued large gender gap on both the SAT
and ACT indicates there are still serious flaws in both
exams," asserted John Weiss, executive director of
FairTest.
"If test results were consistent with other measures of academic merit like high school and college
grades, girls would score the same as or even slightly
better than boys."

!

.1

~·

Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Twenty-one students gathered in the TV
lounge at a dorm at Spelman College Sept. 24,
waiting with some eagerness and some skepticism for the show "A Different World" to begin.
The students had some special reasons to be
excited: the fictional black college where the
show takes place is based on Spelman, and the
production company had filmed location shots
on the campus, which had competed with several other local black colleges for the privilege.
And Spelman, a 105-year-old black women's
college, had other things at stake: unprecedented and invaluable national exposure for
the school and black colleges in general.
No one at Spelman, at the show's production
company or at the United Negro College Fund
could remember another TV program that has
featured a predominantly black college.
"A Different World" is a spin-offfrom the top
rated Bill Cosby Show, tracing the experiences
of Cos}?y's character's daughter, Denise Huxtable-played by Lisa Bonet-away from home
for the first time.
.
"It's about the college experience, afso the
maturing process, the process of growing from
childhood to adulthood. The college is an impor-

News CIips

SEE SPELMAN PAGE 5
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Director John Whitney has
announced that the 19-piece
ensemple plans a 16-day tour
of Europe. This will include
performances at the Grand
Parade Du Jazz in Nice,
France and at the famed North
Sea Jazz Festival in Holland.
The Jazz Lab appeared recently at the Orlando Jazz
Fest and at the All-American
College Jazz Invitational at
Epcot. Several jazz , artists,
• FALL COMMENCEMENT
Commencement ceremo- such as Phil Woods and Toots
nies for this semester are Thieleman, have performed
scheduled for Dec. 14 as fol- with the band.
Fund raising. events are
lows: College of Arts and Sciences, College of Education, being planned to assist in deCollege of Health, and the fraying the expenses of the
Liberal Studies Program at 10 trip. Anyone interested in
a.m.; and the College of Busi- helping with these events, or
• CHILD SUPPORT HORINE
From Pensacola to Jackson- ness Administration and Col- in accompanying the Jazz Lab,
should contact Whitney at the
ville to Key West parents are lege of Engineering at 2 p.m.
Music Department.
calling a new toll-free hotline
for advice and legal assistance • JALl. LAB TOUR
The UCF Jazz Lab has been • MAYOR'S FORUM
in collecting child support.
The Or~ge County Young
-The hotline, 1-800-622- invited to perform at the MonKIDS, is operated by the Flor- treux Jazz Festival in Switzer- Republicans YI.ill be hosting
their first May9r~'v1rorwn Oct.
ida Department of Health and land in July.

• TRAINING SYSTEMS
UCF and the Central Florida Research Park will be exhibitors at the 9th Interservice/lndustry Training Systems Conference Nov. 30
through Dec. 2 in Washington,
D.C.
The theme of the conference
is "Training Systems-The
Critical Advantage." The conference, the premier event of
the year for the simulation and
training technology communities of government and industry, is· sponsored this year by
the American Defense Preparedness Association in conjunction with an interservice team.

-tant environment for that process," explained
JoelBrokaw, publicist for the show's production
company.
rhe students watching at Spelman recognized it.
Introductory scenes of Denise Huxtable
moving into her dormitory elicited groans of
recollection, while the dorm itself was reminiscent of Spelman's McVicar Hall, which is simiJarly old, warm and has rounded windows.
Another viewer recognized a framed print in
one scene as an enlargement of the card the
college sends each student at Christmas, a card
haml pain~d every year by Spelman graduate
·
,
Varnette Honeywood.
- Others thought the characters ·and situations seemed familiar, including the everpresent, overeager young man trying to hustle
Denise and the "my roommate hates me" syndrome.
Not everyone was impressed. "That Denise,"
said one student, "was an unbelievable character." Another viewer thought the character's
clothes were so "way out" that they detracted
from the plot.
·
But in general, most· seemed to agree with .
student Beverly Hillman's summation: "That
was a goo~ show. I was surprised, very much

Rehabilitative Services from 7
a~ m. to 6 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
HRS plans to increase child
support collection by a ' third
this year, from $98 million last
year to $130 million.
The HRS services are available to any parent, even if they
have remarried and have
never been of welfare.

14 at the Radisson Hotel on Osceola Stadium beginning at
Lake Ivanhoe. The Mayors' lOa.m.
Approximately 400 employForum and the regular membership meeting will begin at ees from 20 Central Florida
7 :30 p.m. with a social period hotels will participate in the ·
and the call to order at 8 p.m. games, sponsored by the CenMayors of Eatonville, - tral Florida Hotel & Motel
Ocoee, Winter Garden, Ap- Association.
Events include: beverage
opka, Winter Park .and Maitland will be taking part in dis- serier sprint, hospitality recussions on topics such as lay, food service relay, amenimaintainingthe'identities and ties placement, egg toss, lugsense of community within gage- relay, repair race, bed
their cities while experiencing making, table setting, and tug.growth, -dealing with expan- of-war. For more information,
sion .of their own cities and contact Karen Moran or John
that of neighboring citie~, and Rutherford at 422-7000 or
relations with both Orange Larry Dykes at 396-1234.
County government and the
• HUNGER WEEK
Orlando government.
UCF Hunger Week, schedGuests are invited to attend
the meeting and the Mayors' . uled Jor Nov. 23-25, involves
Forum. For more information, canned food donations and
call Byron Rambo at423-5055. distribution to the needy families of Central Florida.
Call Laura Blake at 275• HOSPITALITY GAMES
UCF students will be help- 2072, Ted Bogert a~ 281-0033,
ing with the 9th Annual Hospi- or the Rev. John Liebler at
tality Games Oct. 10 at 275-24~2 if you cB'.n help.

{
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COLBOURN

were in agreement [with these problems," responded
hers]," he said. "I certainly Colboum.
empathize with the situation
J oels also was quoted as
the faculty faces at UCF. As saying, "The bottom line is
teachers were footing the bill far as the charge that that most teachers here are too
for handouts in'class while the administration's priorities cynical because nothing is ever
administration wanted to give are wrong-I don't agree. I done about these findings."
don't think it is a matter of priColbourn said, "I can see
more money to athletics.
"The president is convinced orities, but I would agree that teachers are dissatisfied
that football expenses are nec- there are problems. However, with their resources, but cyniessary, but the faculty is tired I can agree with the travel cism is self-defeating. We need
of footing the bill to teach voucher situation. I went to more people to stand up and
here," said Joels in an inter- Toronto in July and got my _say we have a problem and do
something about it."
view in a Sept. 11 interview money just two days ago."
He said, ''While some say we
Joels had complained that
with The Central Florida Futravel vouchers that profes- are focusing too much on footture.
Joels says she was a bit sors would submit for univer- ball, the actual perception of
hasty in her criticism ofTrevor sity-related travel would take many is that more fund raising
two months to be processed, is needed. Football is our bigColboum.
She said, "I think his letter while the University of South gest money-maker. A good
and his actions underscore his Floridn took only two weeks to athletic program can do more
desire to work with the faculty reimburse for a trip she took in the short term to attract
more attention and money to
for academic excellence. What for that school this summer.
Colbourn said, "We are a our school than anything else."
impressed me the most was
J oels explained the reason
that he expressed to me that he revolving door with our perdich!'t know ab9ut it (the sug- sonnel. State salaries are just why she was so upset.
She said, "I'm concerned
gested $110,000 allocation) not realistic. We train them,
before it was brought up."
they get offers of $6,000 more, about the fact that the money
Colboum's letter was re- and they leave. It is a very comes from Tallahassee in
distinct compartments-dileased the day after a story wasteful situation."
appeared in The Central Flor- He said that is why many of- vided to many different areas
ida Future about"Joels' allega- fices at at UCF are experienc- of academics-and I did not
think this expenditure (the
tions. That same day, Col- ing problems.
proposed athletic expendiboum met privately with J oels
The bottom line a6out the . ture) was justified."
to discuss the issue.
Joels said, "He reiterated issue ofteachers having to pay
She said, "I think that anythatheknewnothingaboutit." for handouts or receiving
Colboum agreed with some money for travel vouchers has time changes-are to be brought
of the points Joels brought up a simple answer as far as Col- about, it should be done in an
open meeting, people should
in the letter, but disagr.eed bourn is concerned.
with others.
"Expenses are handled by be informed that the actions
"Seventeen letters com- each department and we have were contemplated, and it
menting about her letter ar- no control over it. So we can- should be reported after-rived at my office and 12or13 not be blamed for -some of wards."

FROM PAGE l

SERVICES
FRO~

25°k Discount on
Other- Services
E_XECUTIVE

SUPPORT
CENTERS,INC.
(located in The Central Florida Research Park)

•Veterans Affairs
Any student who wants to know more about
a particular service or organization can stop by
the Student Affairs on the second floor of the
Administration Building.

PAGE 3

ices

THE FAMILY HEALTH CENTER
offer?

COMPLETE MEDICAL CARE
COMPL~TE CARE
-

. Qu~lity Care for

UCF Immunizations
Pr~gnancy Screening
G~neral Gynecology &Birth
·Control
On site x~Ray
Laboratory Services
Infectious 'Diseases

CONVENIENCE

and

_M_in_o_r~IE_m.....e......r.,.g___
e......
n......
ci__e___
s

COLONIAL' .

DEAN RD.

THE FAMILY HEALTH CENTER
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When the Knigh ts Win ...You Win!
UCF STUDENTS AND FACULTY MEMBERS CAN RENT 2
MOVIES FOR THE PRICE OF 1, EACH & EVERY WEEK
OUR FOOTBALL TEAM IS VICTORIOUS.

IB~ VIDEO RENTAL

11490 E. Colonial Dr.
Union Park
(next door to the Photography Studio)
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RESPIRATORY

wher e they could see and actually work with respiratory
eqwpment.
The profession of respiratory care is relatively young. It
emerged on the health care
scene in the last half of this
century. The birth of the profession was heralded in 1947
by the formation of the American Association for Respiratory Care.
Graduates of UCF's respiratory therapy program have
numerous options available to
them in the growing field.
Respiratory therapists
work with hospitals or inhome patient care. Patients
range in age from newborn

FROM PAGE l

required to spend 24 hours
each week at area hospitals in
clinic training. Juniors spend
two days per week in clinics, in
addition to the courses and
labs reqwred at UCF for everyone in the program.
According to junior Wendi
Paxson, the most exciting part
of the program is being able to
see how the equipment is used
in real-life situations. Paxson
said the education coordinator
at Orlando Regional Medical
Center recently took students
through the pediatric lab

SPELMAN
FROM PAGE 3

BE A BARTENDER!
LOCAUNATIONAL PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE
ONE-WEEK Course~
Call For FREE Brochure

(305) 682-3133 .

surprised."
Educators also had reason to like it.
Such national exposure can be invaluable to
a school, especially a relatively small institution that doesn't get on tv much.
"Black colleges are known for their academic
excellence," said Adrienne Rhodes of the United
Negro College Fund. "The new show will expose
that to a broader public."
Rhodes hopes "it will show that black colleges are places where black students can get
good role models, find mentors and take active
roles in student government and clubs."
Spelman Development Director Tanya
Moore adds "A Different World" can illustrate
to the nation that a young black woman's "life at
college is important. That reinforces what we
say."
·
But some of the benefits have been more
immediate.
"The exposure Spelman has gotten through

_San Sebastian Square - Altamonte Springs

babies to the very elderly.
Respirat ory therapists are
also needed for the critical care
of AIDS patients. According to
Douglas, one of the primary
ways AIDS kills its victims is
through a type of pneumonia
that attacks the lungs, causing
them to become stiff and
unable to function.
Douglas gave a workshop on
AIDS to local police departments Tuesday.
-I~ addition to Respiratory
Care Week, Douglas hopes
UCF will recognize the severity of the AIDS epidemic by
t'aking part in an AIDS Awareness Week this spring.

the show has helped wi~h recruitment and visibility," Moore reported. "We've gotten letters
from Iowa and Nebraska, not all from black ·
people. The show has made Spelman stand out
in people's minds."
Moore added a small foundation in Florida
had awarded a grant to Spelman, as a result of
the show, and that the production company
itself had enhanced Spelman's grounds and
physical plant by planting azaleas, dogwood
and other flowers on the campus.
Nevertheless, the students who gathered to
watch t};le premiere episode didn't see much of
the campus.
And they may n9t see much more ofit during
succeeding episodes.
After filming exterior shots at Spelman, the
Brokaw Company reshot the first segment,
using "outdoor shots done in the studio."
These shots, created by a set designer, may
be used throughout the series, turning Spelman, like many beginning actors, into the face
on the cutting room floor.

...
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Peat Marwick Mitchell & CO.
Certified Public Accountants
We are pleased to announce the folowing U.C.F.
Graduates as additions to our professional staff:

·;
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Present this ad
and you'll pay for only
when you order two
\,.4~ one. Each comes with
Sukiyaki Steak and ~ appetizer, soup,
Chicken dinners
~a salad, Japanese
at $15.50, or
~~~
vegetables and
two Sukiyaki ~aeJfl Green Tea.
Steak and Shrimp
~
Offer expires
dinners at $17.50. ~
"JI Dec. 31, 1987
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SAMURAI

JAPANESE STEAK HOUSE

l.CFF

3~11 East Colonial Drive, Or call 896-9~96
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------------------Term Paper Due Tomorrow?
Call Us, We Can Help! _
November '~

26
Executive
Services
Business Center
Holiday Inn
UCF Area
12125 High Tech Ave.
Orlando, FL 32817
'

·111 N. Orange Avenue• Suite 1600
P.O. Box 3031 • Orlando FL 32802

249-1263
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PAPER
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We offer word processing, a laser
printer (for a truly professional
look). computer graphics, a scanner and Desktop Publishing. We
also have a Harris 3/M copy
machine with color (red &b blu~)
capabi\ities. We are located in
the Ho~~y Inn right across from
UCF ~hind the UC6 Theaters).

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
RATES FOR STUDENTS.

.
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Collegians.likely next group to suffer AIDS
Some colleges have tried to warn students by
flyers, installing condom vending maCOLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
chines to promote "safe sex" and-like the University
of Massachusetts and Mount Holyoke, Smith,
Amherst and Hampshire colleges did Sept. 2~-stage
College students may be the next most likely popu- elaborate programs to educate students about the
lation to be at risk of-contracting AIDS, the head of a disease.
major national campus health group is warning on a
Schools seem to be announcing new AIDS efforts
national speaking tour.
weekly. Just last week, Michigan State said it would
The reason, says Richard Keeling, health director start testing students anonymously for AIDS, while
at the University of Virginia and chairman of the the University of Illinois said it might require any
American College Health Association ·AIDS task student it suspected of being a health threat to take
force, is that students are more likely to be sexually an AIDS test.
promiscuous and-in youthful feelings of immortalIn Pennsylvania, meanwhile, Millersville Univerity-less likely to practice safe sex.
sity set up an AIDS Review Board to plan how to deal
In June, U.S. Surgeon General C. Everett Koop with the disease on campus in the future.
warned Congress of a potential "explosion" in the
Still, the ACHA's Keeling thinks colleges are doing
number of teens who get AIDS, a fatal virus that a bad job teaching students about AIDS.
·
destroys the body's immune system and renders the
More than three-quarters of the nation's camvictim vulnerable to otherwise-innocuous germs. · puses have done "little or nothing" to teach students,
The disease is spread by contaminated blood he figured.
transfusions, using dirty needles to inject drugs and
"We're starting to talk in terms of obligations, not
some kinds of sexual contact.
options. AIDS education is the moral and ethical
And when students get to campus, explained obligation of colleges, irrespective of whatever disACHA spokeswoman Ann Higley, "It's a ·period of comfort with the topic trustees or alumni or the
exploration" when many students experiment with community may feel," Keeling said.
sex and drugs for the first time.
The Department of Education also has ignored its
"It's their first taste of freedom, and often there's responsibility to develop AIDS education programs,
an unwillingness to take responsibility."
Keeling charged. "In an ideal world the Department
Staff Report

di~tributing

FROM PAGE 1

Fellowship, a group open to
students of any faith.
Brad Branson, a colleague
of Liebler's and associate director of Baptist Campus Ministry, said, "Reverend Liebler
showed a real concern for students, not only in the Canterbury House, but in everything
he did. He always took time for
·counseling and helped students work through their prob. lems."
"Everybody is going to miss
him. He has definitely been a
~ig_ reason for the great work-

----

A~;\
Exporting your high class styling gels.·and conditioners
ing atmosphere here at UCF,"
F;;l ! _to Canada shouldn't be foreign to you. Exporting means
~'-f!..u~'!I'.}~' business. Increased sales for facial creams. oils~ and
he added.
\'i'j;;:~;'iii~/~
health and beauty aids of all kinds. all over the ~
Liebler's new duties as pasf.::l},.._-,? world. Call U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service.
tor of St. Peter's will consist of
l!WI -..;:;..r 1-800-343-4300* Operator 199.
bringing new members.
~
"In Alaska call l-800.331-1000
His wife, Cindy, said her
EXPORT AWARENESS CAMPAIGN
husband is looking forward to
NEWSPAPER AO NO. EA-87-1126-2 COL
the new mmistry. "He's not
apprehensive at all about.rr==========================================================================;moving from the campus ministry to the church," she said.
The Episc«?pal Campus
Ministry Board will be inter.viewing candidates to replace
Liebler, but as of yet, no set
schedule has.been set for interviews.
An interim ministry will be
provided until a permanent
successor can be found.

f!J.

llEBLER

.of Education would have.taken substantial responsibility for developing AIDS education policy, but that
support has been absent."
Higley reported only 75 students have been diagnosed as having AIDS-related illnesses, but added
the disease has a long latency period, meaning others
may be infected and not know it.
At a Boston AIDS conference last week, however,
several doctors claimed the risk of catching the virus
through heterosexual con tac~is still relatively slight. _
The chance of contracting AIDS from a single
heterosexual contact, reporte,d Dr. James Goedert of
the National Cancer Institute, may.be less than one
in a million.
But Goedert quickly added the report encourages
"a false sense of security," and that ignoring "safer
sex" practices can be fatal.
· "Only" 4 percent of the reported AIDS cases in the
U.S. were transmitted through heterosexual contact,
and half the heterosexual victims were born in Africa
or Haiti, where--because venereal diseases and
consequently open sores in the genital area are more
common-AIDS seems to be passed more readily
between men and women, Dr. Jeffrey Harris of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology said.
Ninety percent of the reported AIDS cases in the
U.S. have involved homosexual or bisexual men or
drug users who shared dirty needles, Harris said.

-·
-

~) E~orting automation and assembly equipment to Singapore

)i'

shouldn't be foreign to you. Exporting means business.

l:S-C:P/.' \\--..., Increased sales for your automation slings. material
\..-;/ /
\. /'\ handling and manufacturing aids all over the ~
r:?.!Jti )
l (~\
j worl d . Call U.S. an d Foreign Commercial

;-1rl{

Service. 1-800-343-4300* Operator 199.
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'In Alaska call 1·800-331·1000
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.

EEK-TO GET
ASON PASS!

s. G.

.. Kiosk
.,

at the··

Today

PICK UP YOUR FREESEASON PASS TO UCF
· FOOTBALL GAMES BY OCTOBER 16TH!!

Student Government... Students Serving Students. ·
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.
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Selfe Ride card more
tha.n .just .· good idea
for UCF students
Heather Steverson and Sherri Blundell were planning to enter UCF as freshmen this year. The two
were over-achievers in high school-both academically and socially-and had received scholarships.
Close friends, they had anticipated college eagerly. Sherri had told Heather, "When we go to UCF,
it'll be great! ... Just think of the .many wonderful
times we have yet to share!"
Heather, wrote. to Sherri in a yearbook, "Hopefully, UCF will turn .o ut the best for both of us. I can't ·
imagine how much fun we'll have if everything goes
as planned."
On June 13, an auto accident in which the driver ·
of their car had been drinking, brought to a crashlng
halt all of those .p lans. As a result of the accident, both
girls are dead.
At this point~ no one can say if alcohol was the
cause of the accident. However, the driver, Mike
· Cermak said that all four passengers in the car had
been dri.n king, and he had decided to drive because if
anyone got a ticket, he wanted it to be him.
The point is.; these people felt that they had to
make an attempt to get home in their car, even if they
werenotsureitwassafe.
Thatshouldnothavebeenthecase.
Sherri's parents knew she drank. They say they
told her that if there was ever a problem, just call for
a ride.
That's not always easy to do. Considering ·the
consequences of calling home, many would choose to
risk the drive. Sherri and Heather seem to be an
example of this problem.
The fact is, fear of getting in trouble is often
enough of a motivator to cause people to drive when
they have been drinking:
For all of the reasons stated above, The Central
FloridaFuture whollyendorses the SafeRideHome
program:
In this program, you buy a SRH card for $5. Once
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It occurred to me the other day that I've been
around this place entirely too long.
·
I know all the squirrels by name. The student
parking patrol has a rubber stamp with my car's tag
number on it. And my book bag has been thro.ugh
three left shoulder straps.
The realization that I've somehow unwillingly
become old as dirt has inspired ine to devise a little
test. Taking it will help determine if you too ·a re
If you answered "yes" to at least four of those
among the get-me-outta-this-place-'cause-I-don't- question~, seek professional help. You've been
think-I-can-stand-it-any-longer crowd. And now, around long enough to have acquired a deep sense of
without further hesitation or language perversion, melancholy over the,loss of such great UCF institutions ('cept Lou Saban. We're better off with him in
the test:
another country.).
youhaveit,_allyouhavetodoismakeaphone~alland ·1) Do you remember Lou Saban?
•••
you have a free cab home. :No one will ask you for a 2) What's the real name of the Health & Physics
Speaking
of
campus
institutions,
UCF is losing a
reason, they'll just take you home.
. building?
This card is not just intended for alcohol related 3)DoyourecallwhenCEBAseemedlikeasimulation valuable one in Fr. John Liebler, who is moving on
problems. In college especially; you can't call your of the Alaskan frontier ... Oh well, some things never this month to take on a new ministry. .
change. ·
·
For three years Fr. John has been a familiar sight
parents if your date gets out of hand. SRH replaces 4 ) Remember the old Kiosk?
around the Student Center and anywhere else stuthe old quarter in your purse.
5) D9 you remember when you could actually drive . de11ts congregate. His quiet but youthful manner and
When the cab picks you up, the driver will take your car right up to the fiont door of the library?
warm smile gained the friendship of many ~n the
your card and it will be mailed back tQ you in a few 6) E,emember when at least there were enough dirt university community-students, faculty and staff.
days. ·
.
lots to handle.parking lot overload? Now people have And thrQugh those friendships he taught many· On the high school level, it means that youngsters to park in the grass.
more than he realizes-the truth that a goodness
7) Remember when there was a hangout on campus exists in this world that's accessible to a:ll.
will not have to fear the wrath of their parents.
On the college level, it just m~y get you out of a with real atmosphere? SAGA saw fit to tum it into a
Good luck to you and your family, Fr. John. And
God~~
.
sticky situation.
sterile hea1th food joint.
The cards are on sale right here at _UCF. Just stop
by the Student Resource Center (located_next to the
Health Center, and they'll be happy to sell you one.
Tavares has yet get over the loss of it's two out- • LEARN THE WORDS
ferred section under the press box, and light the star to guide us
standing residents. You can bet that someone would
and heard many a sporadic cheer. ever upward in our flight.
be equally as sorry to lose you.
The problem lies in the fans With honor and affection our
Editor:
I am an ex-l.JCF M~rching Band being ignorant of the words to our friendship will renew.
member, and in _ becoming a school songs and cheers; I ask that We sing of the an Alma Mater
.
Marching Knight I had to learn the the following words be printed and EVER TRUE!
·' *he Central Flo~ida Future
recommend
that
each
fraternity.
words
to·
the
UCF
:Fight
Song
and
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Alma Mater. During my first foot- and sorority copy and learn them
I further recommend the fra- ..•
Bilsinc:ss Office (305) Z75-2601, News Office (305) 275-2865
ball season it soon became aware to add to the _united spirit.
temities and sororities send a
to me that the UCF fans were torepresentative to visit with the
Editor in Chief
tally clueless to the words of either
UCF Fie;ht Sone
band during our next game to
Donald Wittekind
.:11
one of our school songs and there
learn the ch~ers and teach the rest
Chris Richcreek
Managing Editor
was no unity between the fans in UCF charge onto the field,
of their group. If you have any
Tlm Ball
Copy Editor
we1l
never
yield.
with
our
spirits
ch_
eering
for
Our
Home
Team.
This
questions
pertaining to the songs·
Samantha J. Griffin
News Editor
singingWe're
three
years
ago,
and
I
had
was
and
cheers
the Marching Knights ~-i
Scott Wallin
Sports Editor
Black
and
Gold
charge
right
thru
assumed
that
the
fans
would
evenwould
be
glad
to be of service.
Cindy Cowen
Confetti Editor
·
t ually cat.ch on to the songs and that Jine.
Leslie Jorgensen _
Art Director
Photo Editor
Joe Weinstein cheers as the football team got Victory is our only cry Sherry McMurtrie ,.•
·Publish Ing Systems·coordlnator
Brad Grazladlo better and the school grew. Well, V-I-C-T-0-R-Y!!
President Zeta Psi Chapter
this year our football team is na- Tonight our Knights will shine!
Tau Beta Sigma
tionally ranked in Division II and
Business Manager
Paul Stephenson
Letters to the Editor must ,.,,
UCF ALMA MATER
Advertising Manager
Jan Hemp our enrollment is higher than ever,
be typed and include the
Ad Production Manager
Jim Donato and. I see, or maybe I should say
author's signature, major •
Classified Ad Manager
Mike McCollister hear, no change in fan response. As All hail to Alma Mater whose
Sub~riptions Manager
Kelly Darcangelo I see it, the problem with the fans banner Black and Gold,
and phone number. Letters
isn't their lack of interest in being will wave in fame and splendor
Opinions expressed In T~Central FloridaFwun ore those of the editor or writer and not
are
subject to editing and
supportive because at the Elon as the passing years unfold.
necessarily those of the Board of Publications, UniVersity Administration, or Boord of
Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed and include the author's signature.
' become the copyrighted _.
game I sat in the ex-student sec- May loyalty and friendship
major and phone number. Letters ore subject to editing and become the copyrighted property of the newspaper. 1MCet11raJFloridaFllhl1'c is a free, non-profit, twice
tion, but still the Fraternity pre- within our hearts unite,
property of the newspaper.
weekly newspaper published during the academic year.
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And graduation was just two weeks away.
We've all heard it a million times: Don't drink and drive. But sadly, statistics show each week that some
people didn't hear it at all. And now they w_
on't hear music or lectures or laughter, or anything elsde.
That's why Yellow cab is sponsoring the "Safe Ride Home" program. As a memeber, you'll receive
a special Safe Ride- Home card. If you've had too much to drink, or a friend has - or you find
yourself in any dangerous situation where a safe ride home can make the difference., call.
We'll send you a Yellow Cab to pick you up and get you home, safe and sound. Free.
All you have to do is present your card to the Yellow Cab driver when he arrives.
College life means you've got a lot to look forviard to.
Don't let drunk driving shatter your plans.
f

f

699-9999

Spo11t1ored by Yellow Cab Company, A Member of Mears Tra11t1portation Group · :-

Safe Ride Home cards can be purchased at the Kiosk for $5.00. The card is good for a full year (from Sept. '87 to Sept. '88). The card
can be used as many times as needed. For more information, call BACCHUS at 281-5447.· Meetings Monday at 3:00 in 5.0.L.
Alf Welcome! Agenda: Devise a 60 Sec.- commercial for MTV.
·
·' .
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Baptist Campus Ministries
Bap~t campus Ministry's

lllli1111111111

·Knight Lite• fellowship will be featuring the UCF Gospel
Choir this Thursday In the SOL at 6:30 p.m.
Everyone Is Invited.

DettaGamma
Hey Fraternity Men! Thanks to you. we
raised over S1300 with Anchor Splash I
Takes. we are getting psyched for homecoming! We heard you guys
awesome. The 2nd pledge retreat was a lot of
fun. Sorry some of you girls couldn't be
there ..

Student Personnel Association
Proudly presents James Gracey.Director,
Career Resources Center. Where: Room
119 Education Bldg. When: Thursday,
October 8, 1987 at 4:00 p.m. What: The
Job Search and You.
Come Out. Listen, Ask Questions, Learn
How You Can Get the Job You Want.

are

Sigma Phi Epsllon
FootbaU game today, Sig Ep I at 4 p.m.I
Congrats goes to fraternity Biathlon winners PKA and to the Overall winners Sig Epf
Pre-Game Party Sat at 3:00with ZTAI Buses
leave at 5:45.
Alpha Tau Omega

ZfA. AMI. :EAE. and AID social tomorrow

night at Chancellors Row Brothers and
Pledges-deck building cont~t at the
house sun afternoon! Formal meeting
Sun-7:30 - HPB 360.

Zeta Tau Alpha
Ahoy Mates! Get ready for pirate social Fri.
With ATO. :EAE. and AMI. Also, l:~E. we
are looking forward to our pre-game
party Sat. and lastty, congrats to Valerie
on her engagement!
Pl Kbppa Alpha
Pikes, get psyched for Brother Barringer's
big bad B~ay blowout, Sat. night. FSU
and stetson are coming I Pregarne happy
hour at the Quad. it a good time to meet
our beautiful new prospective U'I sisters.
Alpha Delta Pl
Remember our social Friday with zrA.
l:AE & AUl. Start packing for Atlanta It's
- almost time. This Saturday! Tell everyone

GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U repair) . .
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call l-805-687-6000 Ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.
It's True!
C.D.s. L.P.s and Cass.
2for1
Details 239-6883
Pink Floyd live. Call 767-5521 7p.m.2-bed 2-bath duplex l mllefrom UCF New
carpet lg. fenced yard Includes washer
dryer, dishwasher. refrigerator oven,
blinds, vaulted celling seller motivated,
terms and price negotiable $47 .000 S2739761.

78 Corolla runs great In pretty good condition, a/c, am/fm stereo cassette, new tires
Non-smoking dog owner seeks same to · call 658-0951-Julle
share my 3bdrm 2bath home In Winter
Springs $275, references 695-8775 leave
BLUE CHIP PC by Hyundai w/512K, par.
message.
serial parts, 1FD. Herc. compatible video,
MS-DOS & GW-BASIC ......................... $599
Female rmmt. executive home Includes
Green Monitor .................................... $119 '
tum. bedrm. laundry tv. kitchen family
Zuckerboard Moderns ....................... $129
room . $230.00 rnth 679-8222.
Logltech C7+ Mouse ......................... Sl 15
Sullivan's Computers & Electronics 6586
Female rmmt. for 3 bedroom new house 5
University Blvd. SUlte 4. 679-cxJ42.
ml from UCF. 5200/mo. + 1/3 utll. Own
11-7 p.m. VISA/MASTERCARD.
room (furnished) call 273-4781. Leave
message on machine.
1980 Dodge Colt. 2dr Hatchback am/fm,
Female wonted to share 4 bdrm house
with male & female. Private room. use of
house/washer/dryer/microwave, 15 min.
from UCF. S150/mo + 1/3 utll. Call 3661919. leave msg (checked hourly) or call
10 p.rn. to midnight. ·
Fem. needssamefor2b/2b$200 + 1/2. Full
opp., call Julie T. at 281-4584 or leave
message at 423-3426.

L/Spd. New tires. 34 mpg. Price $800
Call 293-8656.
Motorcycle 1983 Hondo CM250 street
bike, electric start helmet, rainsult
mechanic's manual runs great! $485 roll
366-1919. leave message.

84 Red Chevette 2 ·door. 32000 miles
tuneup guarant9ed for 1 year no ac no
radio must leave $2000 or best offer call
679-5400 p.m.

OFFICE HELPER
Kaplan Educational Center. a test prepar.ation school ls looking for pt office help.
We are looking for a bright, energetic +
dependable person who enjoys dealing
with peop,le + Is capable of working Independently.
Hours ore 5:30 p.m.-9:00 p.m. Tues +Thurs
9:30 o.m.-5:30 p.m. SUndays starting pay ls
$3.65 per hour those Interested can call
678-8400 beginning Friday Oct 9th thru
Sunday Oct 11 from 11-4 p.m. ·oNLy·
Waitress 11eeded for restaurant In Oviedo/
UCF area-Part time-evenings and
weekends Salary + tips please call 3652435.

'cw>

Baptist Campus Ministries
.
.
Everyone Is Invited to KNIGHTUTE an evening of Christian recreation, fun- and
friends. KNIGHTUTE Is held Thursday ewr
nlngs at 6:30 p.m. In the SOL across from
malboxes. A BCM activity ~becduse we
care about U. •
lntervarstty Christian Fellowshlp
IVCF FALL CONFERENCE (Ocala) - This
weekend. join students from all over FlorIda foraspeclalweekenawlth an emphasis on relationships. For details call Paul.at
281-4840.

·

' '

·

CONDO FOR RENT: Large 2br/2bath. Lake
Howell access. pool. tennis courts. fans,
patio. $475 mo. Available ear1y November. Call Lynda 275-2359/658-0853.

3542 Florida MaU
------------ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM. a small
package carrier has part-time openings
for package handlers. The p<>sitlon Is for
loading and unloadln_g trucks and moving
packages within the .terminal. Work shifts
available: Monday_:-Frlday: 7:00 p.m. to
11 :00 p.m. or 11 :00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m. or 3:00
p.m. to 7:00 a.m. ~lary Is $7 /hr. Apply to
R.P.S. 3001 Old Winter .G arden Rd. or can
297-3715:
· Port-time flexible morning clerical position. Good telephone manner. $4/hr up,
based on skills. Real Estate ic would help.
Ask for Caryl at 277-0493, or Iv message +
phone#
Sandwich maker needed for restaurant In
Ovledo/UCF area part-time with flexlble
hours salary up to 450 hr. 365-2435.

Flat Spider· '82 convertlble-Ssp. air,
leather,alloywheels, new Plrellls, SOK miles
-S5.2CXl -eves 8~8-0959

OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer. yr round Europe. S. Amer.. Australia. Asia. All fields.
$900-2000 mo. Sightseeing ftee Info.
Write IJC, P.O. Box 52-FL4 Corona Del Mar,
CA92625

All types of student documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Resumes and cover letters
Designed I Revised /Typed - 65HXJ79
Typing/Word processing: Grad quality
work, editing. technical. 366-0538.
Professional Word Processing

*

Telephone clerks part time o.m. or p.m.
Call now249-1181 these won't last.
· Notion's Largest Health Club
Needs peqple for sales. aerobics + entry
leve1 management - tor apt. call Dave at
366-0436 P-T/F-T
All skllls needed! No fee, no contract.
l'v1aterlal handlers. general office workers.
warehouse, and more. All areas. all shifts.
Work when you can. Call Temp World at
629-5881, 1:36 t~ 5 p.m. for more Info.

*

Student Discount
Documents of any kind
PATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
i
740-0227
Winter Park - lmmed. off 1-4

Excellent Income for home assembly
work. For Info call 504-646-1700. Dept. P307

Typlng/Wordprocessing. Numbers and
tables no problem. Resumes and cover
letter designs welcomed. Pick up service
from UCF. Letl s get that work done
quickly. Call 679-1294.
Typing - Don't sacrifice the personal
touchl 21 years experience. Perfection
my specialty. Thesis expert call Susie 2732300 days 647-4451 eves.
"'
Typing - Reports, Term papers, etc. Proff.
Work done on IBM Equip. Letter Quality .
Printer Reasonable Rates. Convenient

~~~~~~~r~~:;~ . iilliil111:r11r1
1

VO screening. low cost. confidential serv-

Found: Woman's eyeglasses in snakeskinllke pouch near Humanities & Fine Arts.
Call 894-7703.

ices and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization

·Financial old for college Is available. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800-USA-1221
ext0627.

Black Student Union
Cambridge Circle 2 pr units at good disCongratulations to ournewofflcers ""New
counts and flexible leases. Attwood-Phllpresident Is Terrence BonnerVPIS Richard · Ups, Realtors 277 -04 93".
Sherrod th~ next general meeting Is
scheduled for Monday October 14th
HOUSE FOR RENT In Carmel Park Sub. on
watch paper for time.
Dean Rd. between University Blvd. & S.R.
50; 2 bedroom: 2 bafh: fully .equipped
Alpha Epsilon Rho
kitchen w/garden ·window; 10' x 24'
Attention al RIV, film, journallSm, and
communication majors, gain exj:>erlence . Screened Patio; Garage: Mini-Blinds: Auto
Sprinkler; No Pet Desire Mqrrled Couple;
by joining the national broadcasting society meetings Tuesdays 5:00 learning re:
$525 plus de~lt. 299-0675 (h) 894-1461
sources lecture room.

PROFESSIONAL lYPINCS
•One mile from UCF Campus•

RESEARCH PAPERS. 15.278 Avalloblel
Catalog $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho.
#206~. Los Angeles 90025. Toll free (800)
351-0222, Ex. 33. VISA/WC or COD
ABORTION SERVlas
LocalorlVSedatlon. EoilyPregnoncyTest.
Morning-after treatment. Confidential •
Private. woman-owned: A special approach to health care.
Birth Control Center .&22-0606
1030 Herman Avenue, Orlando

l•t•tll

lilllilltlllll
Tutoring available for all classes over 1Oyrs
experience roll 645- 1858

-

Bored guy seeks bored girl (young
woman) fo have boring time, with. Call
679-6835, ask for T0ny.
Bob.
•
You are greatl That smile! Those big brown
EYESl-Those legs. oh. those legs! Especially
your earsl MISS YOU.

FAST TYPING SERVICE

A.

Welcome back Knights! A. Able Typing Is
Introducing a frequent service program.
Primate.
Save 20% by letting us do au your typing.
Thanks for being a fantastic big brother.
Join now and save. Cell about details.
Love.
Quick professional service. UCF's oldest
Your little sister.
typing service. Free revisions. Same day
and weekend services. Visa & Master
·The mind is strong. but the flesh Is weak.·
Card. Over 16,700satlsfledstudentsand4 . Who sold this? If you know, roll Cindy at
grouches - 671-3002.
·
275-2601.

.

Don't Send a "Dear Jol:ln" Letter, Use the classifiedsl
For more irlformatio-n on how to' place .a classified ad,
call Mike at The Central Florida Future. 275.;.2601
'

FIGHT CELLULITE ¢
EFFECTIVELY
WITH
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TAKE A 20 MINUTE ST/UDY BREAK
Tan The WOLFF SYSTEM Way!

·------------·

.

Where The Sun Always Shines!
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TAN-FASTIQUE introduces
Deep Heat therapy for the treat- ~
ment of cellulite and body con- ~
touring. Call today for your free ~
consultation.
~

50% OFF
FIRST TREATMENT

~

\t

Call foi apP.ointinent • .offer expires 10/15/87

- ·

·

5 Visits for
$24.95

1

:

10% Discount with U.C.F.

l.D.I

I Coupon expires Oct~ 15, 1987 I

·-----------·
TAN~FASTIQUE

ilJ=r=•

TANNING SALON

TOWER PLACE • M-F: 8:30-9 P.M. • SAT: 9-5 P.M.
10376 E. Colonial Dr. · • 282-604:2
.
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Terry Hinton not just another California girl
by Paul Owers
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Hey, I mean, like, aren't these waves for real?
Omygosh, this is totally awesome!
Hey, dude, surfs up.
Typical California. Under the sun's (un and
amid those lazy lifestyles com,e all those glorious vibes, most notably the one about life really
being a beach.
Just ask Terri Hinton.
She plays-what ~lse-volleyball, and in her
own words is enjoying ~one of my best years." A
native of Livermore, Calif., (near San Fransisco) Hinton says the west coast is the site of
her long-term best interests, the place where
her personality is best suited.

Hinton then let her destiny be decided via the
-written word. She wrote letters and made contacts to several schools while participating in a
junior college tournament in Miami to showcase her skills. UCF coach Lyn King first noticed anothermernberofUtah-Tech, but became
increasingly impressed with Hinton and cfe. cided to offer both girls a scholarship.
"Terri voiced an interest in corning and playing for us," said.King, who~e other choice-eventually decided on Mexico State. "I am a firm
peliever in fate and I'm glad things worked out
the way they did."
Hinton came to UCF, learned her role in the
program, and became settled enough to provide
leadership for the younger players.
"I've had more confidence this year; it's been
exciting," Hin ton said. "We are improving every
day."

A friend suggested that she try out for her
high school volleyball team as a sophomore, and
to the surprise of mostly herself, she made it.
"I sat" the bench the first year," said H1nton,
who just turned 21. "I developed good skills and
learned a lot in a Tittle time."
She worked her way to starter status as a
setter the next two seasons and earned enough
credits to graduate after the first semester of
her senior year. Offers came from such schools
as Cal-State.Fullerton, but Hinton turned them
down for fear of getting involved in the wrong
situation.
"They were good, but they competed with top
competition and I wasn't ready [for the rebuilding that those schools would have to do-,]" she
said. "I wanted to go somewhere where we could
do well."
Hinto~ enrolled at Utah Technical College
and made the most of her two-year experience.
"The coaching was great," she said. "Utah Tech
turned me into a setter and helped me out a lot."
~-

Hinfon was designated the team's on-court
captain, in charge·of making certain everything
is running smoothly during play, partly because of her attitude toward the game, King
said.
"Terri's got a strong will and personality,"
said King. "Once she gets an idea in her head it's
hard to change, and that's good."
After graduating with a de~ee in liberal
studies, the plan is to head back to California
("Things are more liberal out there") and enroll
in the Peace Corps. After that it's back to school
to earn an M.B.A in marketing. _
"I had a hard time adjusting, but I have a lot
of confidence now and that helps out the other
players," she said. ".I've grown up a lot."
Somehow, you get the feeling that California will never be the saine again.

Terry H_
inton has blended her California lifestyle nicely with the
Lady Knights.
···
,-

)

MAKAR ··

"He is always around the ball and
-one of our leadingta~klers· every we.e~,"
FROM PAGE 12
Romero said. "He is not our best athle.te
on defense but his intelligence makes
Outside linebacker coach Randy up for it as he makes. very few misRomero called Makar a very consistent takes."
Makar, a three year starter, also
player who has good football sense.

plays an important role on special
teams. He·is th~ long·snapper·on punts,
a criticalposition. Makar is also a team
captain.
The team finished 5-6 and 2-9 under
Saban during Makar's first two years.
When McDowell took over, the team

steadily improved to 4-7 and 6-5 last ~
year. While both Saban and McDowell
wanted to build the program; the two
had different philosophies.
"Coach Saban wanted too much -too
soon," said Makar.

-

-women face Boca Raton and BC.·
•

· r

.

Rudy's main concern is that the team does

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Boca Raton is the first team UCF will play that
is not nationally ranked in P.ivision I.
UCF, 3-4, is currently holding a two game
The women's soccer team faces an upcoming
winning
streak and Rudy feels the team is
crucial weekend ofaction by hosting the College
progressing well.
of Boca Raton and Boston College.
"This weekend, especially the Boston College - The team has had a two week game layoffbut
game, is critical for us," said UCF coach Jim Rudy feels it will not affect the team as the
Rudy. "We can not afford to lose either game." training _has remained tough. Rudy feels a
I Bosto:r.i College, Sunday's match, is ranked weekend sweep will vault UCF back in the Top
nationally in Division I. The team is led by . 20.
· Saturday'sgameisthefirstofatriple-header
B'etsy Ready, one of the nation's top players.
~- / "She is an exciting player who we.fear,"Rudy beginning at 11 a.m. SundaYs kickoff is set for
f p.m.
~[
~aid. "She can come out of nowhere to score."
I

Knight watc
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Barrie Kee
Kurt Aken
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UCF

LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
UCF VS. GSC
at statesboro, Ga.
~

ill Q:2

UCF
· GSC

7
25

6
0

OPP

.E!l:l&

Q::4 .
6
9

13
0

3~

34

TOTAL GAME ATTENDANCE 15,540.

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
~

Ed O'Brien
Bernard Ford

IQ.

3
3

PerTY Balasls
Gilbert Barnes
Don Grayson
Keenan Wimbley
Kurt Aken

1
1
1

UCF
OPP

Darin Slack ·

4
4
4
2

Bi
6

3
· 4
Amell Spencer
4
Robert Ector
4

4

w

2
1

6
6
6
6
- --6
4

0
0
0

12

0

6

8

0

7

74

8

1104

IE.
23
18
18

0
·o

4

4 161

.s.

.eAI
5

0
0
0

4

£

00,

Yoo.

~

IQ.

L

4
Arnell Spencer 4

32

17

3

21
10

3

5
15

J' .

50
48
23
13
18

RECEIVING

4

0
1

9
5

46

99
. 76

7 50

Bernard Ford

Don Grayson

4

18
16

PerTY Balosls
Robert Ector
Poe White
Sean Beckton
John Osborne
Gilbert Barnes

4

5

547
377
154
27

4
4
3
1

2
2

30
15

1

23

1

UCF

4
4

1
78

11
5

8
23
11
5

OPP

4

44

1189
492

15
11

1
0
0
0
0
0

11
23
11

4

12

Bernard Ford

4
4

6
2

UCF

4

OPP

4

20
26

KICKOFF RE'DJRNS

Robert Ector
PerTY Balasis

~IC

4

42

4
4
Amell Spencer · 4
Darin Slack
4
Gilbert Barnes 4
Mark Giacone 3

21

Bernard f9rd

4
5
28

5
2

8

50
45

3

UCF

4

108

4 \.

Ian Patterson
Gilbert Barnes
PerTY Balasis

4

OPP

4 216

UCF

4

OPP

4

\

1

14

1

10

0
0
0

1

-1

o-

14
17

272
323

0
0

PUNT R!JURNS

~

till

~

Ill

4

5

0
1

2 17
0 7

OPP

4

9

75

£

till

YQs..

Ill

4)

10

7

1
0

0 12
0 21

1

1

3

2

0

2

2
4

3 21
5 36

ao m ·

4

Ill

249

1
0

0

199

4

YQs..

11

42

11

131

'

IiQ

1

18
88

3

~

54
45

6

4)

330
1002

3

4

3
2

6

0

29

706
753

36
49

4

107
34

5
3

54

UCF

132 l 25
8

2
0

L

0
0
0

L

~ID.

82

.Bl.K.

35
34
45
35·

24
18

NE1

7

~

415
201

5

~~

42 s

YD:i
90

Bernard Ford

Keith Evans
Keenan Wimbley
~

at all. I always feel we have the
capability to upset someone
like William & Mary. It's just a
matter of whether we do it or
not."
His players agree.
"Every game is important,"
senior ·forward Mark Lamb
said. "We have to win ene game
at a time. Our confidence is
back. We have a good team,
and we have renewed confidence. We can't look too far

0

intothefuture."
Coach Al Albert of William
& Mary agreed, saying, "We
have to consider every game
for us to be pretty big.-We ca.n't
afford to lose anything."
The Knights will have more
time to prepare for Saturday's
game. Because William &
Mary played Howard Wednesday, the team will only have
two days to prepare for UCF.
William & Mary will feature
a balanced attack. "I don't
think they have anybody out:
rageously flashy," assistant
coach Bill Barker said.
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Amell Spencer 4

Bernard Ford

FOOTBALL

SCORING

FROM PAGE 12

~ot look past Saturday's opponent, Boca Raton.

by Chria Brady

~,

SOCCER"

·

14
!NTERcm10N RETURNS

Reggie Edwards
stave Webster
Corris Ervin
UCF
OPP

4

1.

16

4
4

1
1

7

0
0

0

0

4

3

23

0

4

8

92

o·

TEAM STATISTICS
FHIDQQWNS

BYPASSING
BY RUSHING
BVPE~LTY

79

71

f1l.MD.lil

12

51

22
43

#LOST

3

17
11

6

Qff.ENS.E

1~

PLAYS

274

1414
312

VDS. PER Pl.AV
5
VDS. PER GAME 347

354

PASSING YAROS

ATTEMPTS
COMPLETIONS
COMP. %
INTERCEPTED
VDS./ATTEMl'T
VDS./COMP.
VDS./GAME
RUSH!NGYARDS
ATTEMPTS
VDS./RUSH
VDS./GAME
TOTAL REI YPS

5

1189

492

166
78

96

47

44
46

8

3

INJERCEPIIONS

3

AVG. RETURN

8

PUNDNGyps

PUNTS '
AVERAGE
BLOCKED

YARDS
NUMBER
AVG. RETURN

7

5

WiALI1ES

11
123

NUMBER
YARDS

199
108

2
50

922
216
4
23'.l

65

167

8
12

753
26

0

29
3

42

75

6

9

7

8

26
172

45
380

PUNTREJURN

15

i.97

706
20
35

11
·5

~

99
FIELD GOALS 6-10
PASSING
6
PAT-KICK
9-10
POINTS/GAME 25

TOUCHDOWNS 12

76

7"8
3
~

19
8

with them.
"They have the lJlOSt prolific
"They (UCF) have
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
passing attack in college footthe' most prolific
_
ball."
Heartbreak?
SSC
starting
quarterback
passing attack in
Where did that naughty
11
Johnny Jeffery (21-4 7-1, 283
college football.
noun come from?
yards, one touchdown) is exThe football team had in its
pected to miss Saturday's
-William Davis, game with an ankle injury, but
pocket a pair of victories headSSC Coach Kenneth Hammond has
ing into crucial back-to-back
games against Division I-AA
proven to be an adequate reopponents. ~ut along comes a
placement. Against Morris
: ten-letter word to throw thjngs post-season play .
Brown, Hammond tossed two
. for a tizzy.
It starts Saturday with touchdown passes to wideout
First, it was Eastern Ken- Savannah State. ·Having shut Shannon Sharpe while Ronald
tucky. The Knights spent vir- out conference foe Morris Day added an- 85-yard punt
tually the entire game sniffing Brown, 24-0 over the weekend, return to lead SSC to the easy
out the scent of opportunity, the Tigers (2-2) proved that victory.
but a series of untimely errors they are a strong team defenSavannah State will be the
left them for losers, 23-16.
sively. However, UCF coach first of seven Division II teams
Then came Georgia South- Gene McDowell doubts that the Knights will face at home,
ern. Down by two with 2:32 SSC' s defense will have the and McDowell said that it may
remaining and on the Eagles' same kind of success against give UCF's weak running
39-yard line, UCF looked the Knights.
game a needed jolt.
ready to reach out and em"[The ground game] may be
"I would be surprised if they
brace victory. However, Darin can stop our passing attack," better than we think," he said.
Slack's pass on first down was he said. "We can throw the "Division II teams shouldn't be
intercepted on the 23-yard line ball."
as physical."
as GSC prevailed, 34-32. Why
McDowell .expects to pass
Savannah State coach Wilthe Knights didn't run the ball liam Davis is fully aware of "about 50 percent of the time or
and let Eddie O'Brien kick a UCFs air show and realizes it · more," while not ignoring the
low~risk field goal will remain must be grounded in order for
run.
a mystery for history.
his team to win.
The results have been two
"It'll all come down to yardlosses by a mere nine pointsl
"We have to control their age and points, but will it be
and it doesn't take a grammar- passing attack," said Davis, enough?" he asked.
ian to realize that UCF (2-2) who is in his second year with
needs to win all of its remain- the team. "We wouldn't· want
"The fans will really enjoy
ing seven games to qualify for to get into a shooting match watching this one."
by Poul Owers

~ !

Men's socce·r-faces-

Makar watched .
ball program grow
.

I

I

.

18th~renked -w

&M

. t

dodge one on this schedule ~e
by Scott Broden play."
.-winning attitude has been
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
Both the Knights and Wilby Chris Brody
instilled in the program," srud
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
liam & Mary are competing for
Makar~ "It will not be very long
The men's soccer team (5-4) - bids to the NCAA tournament.
until UCF will be at the level of
will take on 18th-ranked Wil- Rudy said his team will have to
Like many who are watch- Florida and FSU." .
liam & Mary (8-1-1) Saturday win all of its remaining nine
Many things have changed
ing the slow construction of
at 1 p.m. at UCF's St. Claire games to make the tournaUniversity Boulevard, fifth since Makar's freshman year.
Field.
ment.
year senior Brian Makar has A new locker room, weight
"William & Mary is another . "We just have to approach it
seen the construction of a win- room and practice field areone of those biggies we've been one game at a time," Rudy
·.Brion Makar
ning football tradition at UCF. amo-ng the facility improvefaced
with since the first.week- said. "We can't look past that
ments.
Makar
feels
the·
en"UCF football is on the right
~nd of the seasoµ," coach Jim
tTack toward success, as the hanced image will help greatly in recruiting.
SEE SOCCER PAGE 11
"Recruits who visit UCF see Rudy said. "We certainly.don't
the changes we made and
where we are heading with a
winning tradition," Makar
said. "There is also
great
opportunity to play here the
first two years. UCF has-the
two things players want most
-to play and win."
Stoff Report
The chance to play immedi- CENTRA~ FLORIDA FUTURE
ately is what lured · Makar
from North Fort Myers High
Tony Marini, a former twoSchool, where he had a banner year starter for.the UCFrhen's
senior season. Leading his basketball team, has signed a
team to the playoffs in 1982, professional basketball conMakar \\!'as named All-State tract to play in Cyprus, an islinebacker, All-Conference land south of Turkey.
Quarterback and Southwest
Marini, a 6-8, 235-pounder,
Florida Player of the Year. He signed with the Pezotorikos
played quarterback only his team located in Larnaca, Cysenior year, starting previ- prus.
ously at tigQ_t end.
A 1987 graduate of UCF,
At UCF, Makar played tight Marini transferred from
end his first two seasons, un- Francis Marion College in
der then head coach Lou Sa- Florence, S.C. He is from New
ban. But Makar broke his arm Port Richey.
Tony Marini
, JI
and was forced to sit out his
season.
Marini averaged 10.5 points
junior season as a medical and 5.9 rebounds per game in
Marini, a 1982 graduate of
redshirt. When his arm was his first year at UCF (1985- Hudson High School, earned
healed, Gene McDowell had '86). Last season, he scored at~ most valuable player honors ~
taken over as head coach and 6.1 per-game pace and pulled as a senior. That same year, he
asked him to switch to outside down 5.0 rebounds per game. earned All-North Suncoast
linebacker..
He was injured in the team's · honors and was named to AllJoe Weinate1n/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
11th game of the season and Area teamsbythePasco Times __.
SEE MAKAR PAGE 11 missed the remainder of the and Tampa Tribune.
Makar has seen his share of changes in the football team.
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Fornier f?-ball star signs
~ifh European pro team - ,.,

-·

·'

The ent~rtainment and feature supplement of1(:i'he Central Florida F\J.ture

Who iS Aunt Harriet and what
is the ineaning of life?
'

.).

.

.

society as "going beyond mere language philosophy in the classroom and doing meta- ·
At the opposite end of the Saturday ethics, when some kind of a·greater wisdom
night radio spectrum, far from the is what's wanted."
He says that philosophy should ~ddress
relentless assaults ·of rock and the the conditions ofloneliness and despair, that
drunken promiscuity of country- it should reveal options and open doors in a
westem, across the streetfrom end- non-directive manner. A concept which he
less exaltations ofroma1J.ce, there is a incorporates in his radio show as well as in
busy cafe where restless souls like to his classes.
Levensohn also teaches a class in Old and
meet. It's known as Aunt Harriet's All
New Testament studies at UCF. He sees
Night_ Diner & Short Order. The himself as "more of a religious person rather
diner's doors openjor business at 8 than a philosophical one." · .__ .
p.m. on WMFE-FM (90. 7).
Having studied at Jewish and Catholic
Serving up thought-provoking platters seminaries, and being one to observe the
ranging from po_liticians to psychics. the All Sabbath and celebrate the Jewf..sh holidays,
Night Diner's proprietor. Aunt Harriet, gar- he is well versed 1n both Judaic ahd Christian
nishes each entree with quips and queries. theology. Knowledge of.the two faiths gives
.
Harriet's gravely voice and bluesy jazz phras- him unique insight. ·
"You need to know where you're ·comin.I!
ings add to the presentation . An ac<'ommodating host. Harriet's table-side manlier from. going to. and who it is that you serve.
consoles call-in patrons yet, retains a sense You can't know the f!rst two without knowing
of mystery enough to insure repeat business. who you serve. Not.to serve is to live a life of .
Aunt Harriet is Dr. Stephen .Levensohn,
professor of philosophy. He has been called
the "strangest radio host this city has ever "Harriet is as much of an expresseen," by F1orida Magazine.
sion of my -own personality as is
Levensohn says he' reluctantly entered
radio at the insistence of his wife and pro- Levensohn ... but, I'm more comducer Kate. "She is the brains behind the fortable with Harriet."
show." says Levensohn. "She dragged me into
it." Despite the initial apprehensions, Aunt pain .."
Reconciling the two faiths, Levensohn
Harriet has become a part of Levensohn, the
way a favorite instrument becomes part of a ·holds that Christianity is an offshoot or outmusiCian. "Harriet is as much of an expres- cropping of Judaism. "Their linkage occurs _
sion of my own personality as is most dramatically in the Gospel of Matthew;
· Levensohn ... but. I'm more comfortable with Jesus· life is modeled upon the history of
Israel. The purpose of Israel was to be the
Harriet." he says.
The name "Aunt Harriet" was taken from suffering servant of God, and Jesus was to be
Louis Armstrong's rendition of "Rocltin' the suffering servant of Israel. ·W hatever
Chair Blues." Harri~t is someone you can occurred in the history of Israel was then
confide in, someon~ you can spill your guts reduced and written small and written perto. And some of his.callers do just thaL At the . fectly in the life of Jesus of Nazareth."
The controversy over Jesus. Levensohn
diner everyone is treated like one of the
family.
,
explains, is in the fundamental vs. liberal
. As a professor of philosophy Levensohn
SEE HARRIET I?AGE 2
vie~s the role of the philosopher in today's
by Robert Donald

·Photos by Tim McGuire

Dr. Levensohn (Aunt Harriet) invites you to join him Saturday
nights at the All Night Diner & Short Order.
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A trio of happy musical professbrs
by Sharon Lanzana

. The musical gifts of Dr.
Gary Wolf, Sabina Micarelli,
and Lany Glazier will be displayed in a non-profit chamber music concert to be held
Oct.12 at the Orlando Museum. These musicians will
perform the fine works of

i

i
I

-I
. i'
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SEE TRIO PAGE 4

What if wOmen ruled the world? Nahh.
"Veni, vedi., I fell flat on my face."
"Ich bien ein dinglebeny." ·

by Paul Price

!
I

'

-·

A woman President? A distinct possibility, but not this time. Is America
ready for a woman in the White House?
If she's the right (wo)man for the job,
then sure! Its worked elsewhere . .Israel,
Britain and India are all still there,
right? Are they better for it? Maggie has
certainly turned the U.K. around and
hasn't Nancy been running this country
in secret anyway? But a woman in the
Oval office!_It raises some interesting
questions ...
1. What would her title be? Madam
President, Mrs President, Commanderess-in-Chief, CQminand.e r-in-Chiefess?
2. What would that make her husband? Mr. President, First inan, First
Dude, First Hubby? ·
3. What would Air Force One look like
in Fucia, and would it.have a mom's taxi
sticker?
4. Would they have to hire a Presiden·
tial Gynecologist?
5. Would she have· enough time to ~
redecorate the White House?
6. Would it remain white?
7. If she didn't have the time, would
she make the First D\lde do it? .
8. Would she give birth after 9
months of her first term?
9 Ifyes, would she get maternity leave
and would this put Haig in charge

HARRIET

FROM PAGE 1
interpretations of scripture.
not unlike the various interpret~tions of the x U.S.
Constitution that are making
news today.
: ~
One of Levensohn's more
humorous obseivatlons is
his comparison between
modern fitness fanatics and
_fom1:eenth century self-flagellants who ran half-clad
through the streets·whipping

• sec THEATRE

Mozart, Dvorak, and Men- is currently the assistant concert tour5 in Scotland,
The Seminole Community Coldelssohn.
principal cellist with the London, and Italy. ·
lege Fine Arts Theatre presents
When asked if he has had
the opening of its seventeenth
Not only do these musi- Florida Symphony Orchesseason with Stephen Metcalfe's
any particular obstacles
cians have exceptional pro- tra.
Strange Snow directed by Sara Z.
Wolf, the piatµst of the during his musical career, he
fessional backgrounds but,
Daspin. Strange Snow will play
they are all intriguing indi- trio, has performed in Town modestly stated, "It was all
Oct. 21 through Oct. 24 at 8 p.m.
;Hall and Carnegie Hall in very exciting for me; although
viduals.
and a matinee on Oct. 25 at 2
p.m. The SCC Theatre Box Office
Wolf and Micarelli have New York City. He will soon it has been a lifetime of
opens Oct. 12. Hours are 11 a.m.
receiVed national attention visit Europe where he will work."
to 4 p.m. Monday through Fri·as-performers, while G.l azier perform solo recitals and full
He-like Micarelli and
day. For reservations call 323Glazier-enjoys listening to
1450 or 843-7001, ext. 399.
chamber and classical music
General. agmission is $5.
on the radio. Along with his
musical accomplishments,
• DISNEY TALENT
Wolf is married and has two
Talent scouts from Walt Disney
children.
World will be on the road early
Micarelli, a professional
this ~ason 'in search of profesviolinist, has taught violin . sional dancers, singers and
musical-theater performers durand viola for many years at
ing a tour October, November,
UCF and has been rememand December. They will be in
bered for her talents as conOrlando on Dec. 5 at the Tuppercert mistress, or head violinware Convention Center, U.S.
Highway 441. Call times are 9:30
ist, in the Tampa Symphony.
a.m. for women and 2 p.m. for
She studied for many
men.
years with a German named
They will be seeking a variety
Carl Scheifer. An interesUng
of entertainers for. live shows in
piece of- trivia about Carl
the Magic Kingdom, Epcot CenScheifer is that his music
ter and in the Walt Disney World
Resorts located in Central Florinstructor knew such genMost are full, one-year posiiuses as Schuman, Bach, .-ida.
tions offering relocation assis:
Brahms, and~Mendelssohn.
tance, life ·health and dental
Micarelli is a Mozart Jover
benefits plus vacation and sick
days. Weekly salaries for chorus
at heart but, she confesses to
and prindpal performers, definding something special in
pending on the role, start beevery style of music.
tween $298 and $432. Audition"I.love to play Bach and go
ees must be 18 years old before
back to it to refresh myself. It
May 1, 1988, and should bring
dance attire and a current nongives me inspiration," says
returnable · resume and photoMicarelli. She says both
graph.
teaching and performing
create the excitement of a
• CIVIC THEATRE
person's musical career.

Pianist Gary Wotf, violinst Sabina Micarelli and cellist Larry Glazier will perform at the Chamber Music Concert on Oct. 12 at 8 p.m. at the Orlando Museum of Art.

i

·Calendar

Hunky Dory
again?
10. Would the baby be the First Kid,
First Brat?
11. Would the First Dude have to do
those Anti-Drug commerclals?
12. Would she add another member
to the Supreme Court to make it "fair"?
13. Would fashion become a political
issue?
14. Which would be larger, the defense budg~t or her clothing allowance?
15. Who would have more shoes, her
or Imelda? ·
16. Would she do Donahue?
17. Would she do Oprah?
18. Would pouting become a bargaining tool at summit meetings?
·
19. Would she send her son, (if she
had ·one), to a w·a r?
20. Would we ever go back to male
Presidents?
-

"Here's another fine mess you've
gotten me into."
"What's up Doc?"
"My favorite color is blue .......... NO .
RED ... !(Woosh)"
"You can fool some of the people
some of the time, ... "
Some things that Alexander Haig
·
would like to say...
. "AT LAST... I'm Really in charge
now."
"McArthur was right. LET'S DO IT!!!"
"Get me that Rambo fella!"

Things that Pa~ Robertson might
say ...
g: How do you feel about the separation of church -and state, Mr.
Robertson?
A:. No church should ever be taken off
of its state.
Q: How about prayer in schools?
A:. Hey! that's a hell of an idea!
· Q: Stopped any good hurricanes
lately, Mr. Robertson?
• •••
Some other things Joseph Biden
A:. No, ... Butl put down a nasty cold
nlight have said...
.
front yesterday.
.
"Forgive them Lord, for they know not
Q: If God told you t9 push the button,
would you do it?
what they d9."
"I have a drea:rn ... , had a dream.
A: Well ... ? (thinks!).
Damn"

themselves.
"Many of these people are.
my friends, they claim . to
have nothing to do with religion, but they run as if the
hound of heaven is chasing
them down the corridors of
their hearts. It's an attempt
to extend their life, to hide
from their own morality."
At 56, Levensohn says he
is content with life in general.
While many may consider
him outgoing, and somewhat
extraverted, he is basically

shy and reclusive. spending
a great deal of time reading at
home. To him the purpose of
life is to seive humanity with
whatever talents one has.
The university is his church
and his area of service.
"My father once told me
that being the member of a
cbllege faculty would be a
great life, at the tiille I didn't
knQw what he meant, but he
w.as right cµter all."
Aunt Harriet will be ap-

pearing live at Ronnie's restaurant in Colonial Plaza for
his first remote broadcast on
Nov. -14.
.Harriet encourages local
musicians to submit cassettes of orig~ material for
broadcast on the show.
Upcoming guests may in. elude Amy Carter and he
reminds everyone that on
Saturday's at 8 p.m., "Hey it's
Aunt Harriet's All Night-all
rilig hhhtJ n

The Civic Theatre will hold auditionsfor Blood Story on Oct; IO at
2:30 p.m. in the Tupperware
Theatre at the Civic Theatre
Complex in Loch Haven Park.
Blood Story by Frank Morse Will
be performed as part of a Murder .
Mystery Party to be held at the
Omni International on Halloween, Oct. 31. This event is sponsored by ACT, young professionals for the advanceme.n t of Civic
Theatre and will benefit the Civic
Theatre of Central Florida.
Needed for the cast are a
"Spenser,• P.I. type male in his
30s; a socialite couple in their
30's; two women in their late 50s
to early 70s; a dark ha.ii.dsorhe
Eastern European-looking male,
age 30-50; and older gentlemen,
age 50-70; and two very attractive women, one in her 30s and
the other in her late teens to early
20s. For information call 8967365.

• CHARLIE KING
Well-known '. singer and song
writer Charlie King will be pe.r;
forming in Orlando on Oct. 17 at
7:30 p.m. at a concert to benefit
Peaceworks. The concert will be
held at the Orlando Friends
meeting house (Marks Street and
Broadway, just off Highland
Ave.). Tickets are $7.50 now and
$8.50 at the door, and are avail-able through the Powerhouse
restaurant in Winter Park and at
the office of the Florida Coalition
for Peace and Justice, 422-34 79.

~~
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Actors' association anticipating Hollywood ·East
by Diana E. Della Costa

•

...

"

•

Paris has the Eiffel tower.
Disney World has the Earffel
tower. It's comrhon knowledge why France has theirs,
but what is significance of
the mouse ears atop a water
tower here in Central · Florida? Well, it means movie
and T. V. crews wv.I abound in
this area next summer, and
by 1989 there will be studio
tours open to the public.
According to Mike Boboff,
executive director of the
Economic J?evelopment
Council in Kissimmee,
they're trying "to lure motion
picture production and affiliated industries to Osceola
County." This will lead to
sound stage and lots of job
openings for two to three
thousand people.
That's fine for the county,
but who is going to protect
the fledgling actor from ripoff agents and money hungry
producers. To the rescue _is
the Central Florida Actor's
Association. It was founded
by RJ. Ogren, a Floridian
producer, director and one
time theater owner.
"The idea for such an Qrganization came about by
accident," said Ogren, "when
I offered a film and acting
seminar this spring with
James Best. known to 1V
viewers as Roscqe on the
Dukes of Hazard. During

discussions we_ found the ing actors:
• Keep clear of traps. Don't
group plagued by the concern of being taken by phony be taken in by agencies who
advertisements for agents, claim to have been in busietc. We felt there was enough · ness for 25 years. Where did
µIterest to start some type of they come from? Why did
actor's organization that they move? Don't be shy
would protect them form about asking. As they should
these schemes and at the be able to supply you with
same time provide informa- any type of information on
tion about local movie and the phone. Ogren also cautheater auditions while tions to avoid agencies which
eliminating their frustra- offer free trips to other cities.
tions. Basically that is what
•When it's time to give an
the group is all about."
. agency money, Ogren has
Ogren said the group is this Cardinal rule: "Don't pay
non-profit.
for anything out of the ordinary. They can only charge
you a $35 fee to join but after
tl?-at it is strictly on a
"The idea for such
commission basis with 10
an organization
percent as the standard percame about by
centage." He suggested
people who run in to such
accident."
agencies come to an Actors'
-R.J. Ogren, .A.Ssociation. "Tile best way to
producerI director stop these rip-off agencies is
by spreading the word on
them."
"We want to avoid ·c liques
and the hassle nf who dope;
• O!!rt=>n c;Rid a<'tors are free
what. Therefore to give the to sign up with as many
association a little working agencies as they choose. "Do
capital, there is a member- be careful though of having
. ship fee of$10, plus monthly more than one agent," he
dues of two dollars. This will warned, .. as they might call
give the association working you for the same casting call.
capital for mail-outs, room If so, you are obligated to go
rental, phone calls, newslet- with the first one who called."
ters and other miscellaneous
• "Agents don't go to your
things such as donuts for
break time."
shows, so be sure to send
He offers advice for aspir- them clips of your work and

·
.
·

Crews lift the world's largest set of Mickey Mouse ears atop a
water tower at Walt Disney World. "Earful Tower· reaches 130
. feet abov~ the Disny-MGM studio under construction.

let them know what you are to be suspicious of profesup to," he said. "When it sional schools which aren't
comes to writing your res- licensed by the state.
ume .don't put down that you
worked in theme parks. They
The group's next meeting
want to know about the is at Oct. 26 at 8 p.m. in
shows you were in." ·
Longwood. For more infor• Ogren also told-tpe group mation call 740-6254.

Un ·it e d I ~ I. UC6
Parcel
Servic·e

CINEMA

12255 University Boulevarde
Across from UCF •Tel: 277-1454

FATAL ATTRACTION - R 2:00-4:30-7:15-9:45
THE PRINCIPAL· R 2:15-4:30-7:15-9:45.
BEST SELLER - R 2:00_-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00
DISORDERLIES - PG 2:30-4:30-6:30-8:30-10:30
THEY STILL CALL ME BRUCE - R 2:15-4:15-6:15-8:15-10:15
LIKE FATHER LIKE SON - PG-13 2:10-4:10-6:10-8:10-10:10

Part-Time Positions Available

_United Parcel Se~vice will
be accepting applications for
-part-ti~e loaders and unloaders.
Excellent· Pay - $8.00 an hour.
..,

Work sh.i fts beg~n · at 4:30 a.m., 5:30
-p.m. or 11 :00 p·.rn., Monday through
Friday workw~ek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

Please sign .u·p for an in~e~view in
the Career Resource Cef:}ter, · ,
ADM Suite 124.

·ups is an equal opportunity employer.

ALL SEATS $2.75 before 5:30 pm
Sr. Citizens and Children through 11
$2. 75 at all times/students with l.D. $3. 75

f'~ n~~Source,

Inc.

Computer Systems
$995.00 :

Full IBM Compatibility
15 Mo. Limited Warranty

Source TURBO System • ~~i~ ~~=~~board with .
• AT Selectric Type Keyboard
• Monochrome T/S Monitor
MGP (Monochrome/
Graphics/Printer ) Card
• 150 Watt Switching
Power Supply
Panasonic 1080 I
Printer + Cdble
• Keyboard Selectable
Duel Speed 4.77 or 8 MHz,
Rated 3. 1 on Norton Utilities
• ·Optional 8087
Factory Direct at ,Wholesale·
Co-Processor Slot
Prices: Proof of Student or • 8 Expansion Slots for
Eciw E:xpanslon
Faculty standing required.
• 2 360K 51I4• Floppy Disk
Drives

[••II

visA· l(e~eeH J 3400 Bartlett Blvd.• Orlando, FL

[;S'~[J'®~Source,

Inc.

32811 • (305) 648-0501 •Dealer
Inquiries In Florida, Call Toll-Free:
800-634-4685
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TRIO 'FROM PAGE 1
Micarelli remarked, "it is the combination
that makes it work well."
She_believes that her greatest accomplishments are her children, which.she says are
her first priorities. "I think being able to have
a family and continue with my music is the
greatest. accomplishment.
Micarelli has had no regrets of where her
years of sacrifice have taken her. When Micarelli first started playing "double stops,"
plucking more than one string at a time, she
had some minor difficulties; nevertheless,
the wonderful musician pursued her violin
career and became first violinist of the UCF
String Quartet.
_ .
·
Glazier has played in numerous solo recitals but, he says he only wants to perform
occasionally.

Glazier had little dilllculties with learning
Don't Take Your organs To Heaven
his instrument, how-ever, he confesses that
"each instrument has its own peculiarities."
Heaven Knows\\eNeed Them Here.
Projection of the cello seemed to be his most
profound concern. He has not studied any
other instrument because of the hard work tiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiwiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil
and devotion he putinto practicing the cello.
Name This UCF Student
"If one wants to be the best at something,
he must stick to it," commented Glazier. "I
a nd i n 0 ne Fr ee
had been floating back and forth between a
p
.
music major and education major so there
8x10
0 rt r a It

w

~~~f::t much time for much else besides the

THC PHQTQGRA~HY STUDIO

He deeply enjoys teaching the cello and
11488 E. Coloni~I Dr.
other music courses at UCF.
l:J n i o n P a r k
Like Dr. Gary Wolf and Sabina Micarelli,
2 7 3 _ 4 6 4 O
Larry Glazier is very happy to be where he is.
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
The trio will perform Oct. 12 at the Orlando ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--.
Museum of Art at Loch Haven Park. A donation of $10 is requested for admission.

~•

SPACE COAST

....

SURVIVAL GAMES
Portable radios are ineant ·ror
UCF Football!

iii

Catch the Knights all season as John Curtis (play-by-play),
Scott Anez (color) and Marc Deitchman (field announcer)
bring you all of the action!

Exclusively on
89.9 WUCF-FM!
Your source for UCF sports.

.

.
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.
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Posted in ·Student Government
Offices
.
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TO -ALli WHO PARTICIPATED
AND VOTED!-
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.Orlando Connection a friendly neighborhood bar
by Marla Tritt .

'
•

quired." And there's plenty of muscle
around to make sure that rule is
Have you ever gone to a place
enforced and keep trouble to a miniwhere you have your "own.. bar stool?
mum.
_
A place where the bartenders have
AS a result, this one of the few
your favorite dtink waiting for you, ·
places in Orlando you can enjoy live
before you even sit down? And a place
music in a relaxed atmosphere. And
where everybodyJmows you name. A
This neighborhood bar is far from live music is a rarity here in Central
place like television's Cheers.
inconspicuous, however. Ironically, Florida, especially good live music.
The Orlando Connection Lounge is what was predominantly a bikers' · Aside from go9d rock 'n' roll, the OC
that kind of place. Located in the club four y_ears ago has emerged into offers 25-cent pool games. pinball.
Royal Oaks Plaza. it's an inconspicu- one of Orlando's up and coming pre- and a large dance floor.
ous looking shopping-strip bar mier" rock 'n' roll clubs. In fact the
Currently, appearing at the OC is
nestled next door to a home style only thing that remains from the by- "U.V. Bond." U.V. Bond adds to the
family restaurant and across from a gone biker era in this bar is a sign friendly atmosphere of the OC. This
doll store.
that says. "Appropriate Dress Re- fun-loving foursome covers ever-

~WI

Knight out on
the tovvn

popular tunes like "Wild Thing" and .
"MonyMony."
Mike, lead singer, roams among
the· audience frequently serenading
dreamy-eyed female fans further
promoting the friendly atmosph~re.
U.V. Band frequently plays at the
OC. So if you want to see truly a
"party band.~ or if you're just plain
bored with your uStlal night spots.
The Orlando Connection is the place
to be. Once inside, the "regulars"
take you in as one of their own, and
before long, The Orlando Connection
will be a place wher~ everybody
kno~s your name.

U.S. Department of Transportation

b!!ij

Before you choose along·distance
service, take a close looK. ·

I

You may be thinking about
choosing one of the newer
carriers over AT&T in order to
save money.
Think again.
Since January 19~7, AT&Ts
rates have dropped more than
15% for direct-dialed out-ofstate calls. So they're lower than
you probably realize. For information on specific rates, you
can call us at I 800 222-0300.
And AT&T offers clear long
distance connections, operator
assistance; 24-hour customer
service, and immediate credit
for wrong numbers. Plus, you
can use AT&T to call from
anywhere to anywhere, all over
the United States and to over
250 countries.
You might be surprised at
how good a value AT&T really is. So before you choose a
long distance company, pick
up the phone.

ATs.T

The right.ch9ice.

- TAKE A BITE OUT OF

CBlllE
rm

A m.easa.ge from t.he Crime Prevention ·
Coalltlon and the Ad Council.
C 1985 The Adven(~tng Cowu:U

.

Subscribe
hew.ill St t Journal.
and enjoy student savings of up to $48. That's quite
a ba,rgain . especially when you consider what. it
really represents: 1uition for the real world.

lro;--~be~800.257 .iiXJ.~70667ou~~ ·
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Apology to 3-man bands;'Ferguson' is great
by Marla Tritt

•

~-

~-

I'm not real partial to
three-piece bands. In fact,
with the exception of Rush
and Triumph, I've come up
with some generalizations
about rock trios that have
remained fairly consistent
throughout the years.
First of all, they just don's
have a full sound. I always
feel like there's. something
missing. Secondly, versatility suffers: There's only a
limited number of songs that ·
can me performed, and after
the first two sets, all of these
even begin to sound the
same. Finally, the stage
shows. are not nearly as e_n tertaining as those of ~eir
four- or five- member peer
groups.
The result: A Chinese rock
concert. It's OK while you are

watching it, but two hours
later, you're ready for another one.
Well, I'm taking a bite of
humble pie and using this
opportunity to publicly
apologize to all of those

f.Ki~1mtw

Spotlight
bands that I've prejudged.
You see, I've been enlightened. "The Ferguson Band,"
an Orlando based trio, (and I
must admit, a tremendous
trio at that) single-handedly
managed to dispel all of my
previous beliefs.
The Ferguson Band is not
your traditional trio with lead
guitar, bass and drums. This
trio includes keyboards instead of the typical bass. And

oh-so-talented keyboardist,
John Vasstola completes the
missing sound by incorporating a strong bass-line on
his keys.
As far as versatility is concemed, well this band optimizes -versatility. Although
Sonny Ferguson, front man
and guitar player, handles
most of the lead vocals, both
Vasstola and drummer Greg
Fulea demonstrate their vo·cal expertise as well. From
searing renditions of old favorttes-like the Doors-to
Bruce Hornsby melodies,
this threesome harmonizes
_together so well it's hard to
believe that they've only been
together in present form for
about six months. Corrting
together from various locales
and on even wider variety of
musical backgrounds brings
further diversity to The

Ferguson Band. Besides six short months ago, has
rock 'n' roll roots. the band blossomed into something
has strong funk and R & B much, much more. The
influence. Fulea handles the Ferguson band is in popular
throaty R & B vocals like demand. Currently the band
second nature, and as if this is playing at The Plantation
were not enough, plays the inApopka Thursday through
flute and a harp that would Saturday and at . Players
make even Dickie Betts jeal- Sunday and Wednesday.
After these October gigs the
ous.
Ferguson is currently band will be playing at
workingwithclosefriendand Town.sends for four week· old high school chum Bruce ends in November.
Homsby. Although they ·are
doing a little bit of writing
Although · the band cur.together, Ferguson and rentlyfocusesit'senergieson
Hornsby are concentr~ating · cover tune~;, Ferguson promtheir efforts on other musical ises to include more originals
endeavors. In addition to the as the band progresses.
Hornsby project, Ferguson "Right now, we're developing
plans to bring the band's into
classical
rock,"
demo-tape to national record Ferguson says. "We like to
companies in January.
achieve a party atmosphere,
What started out as a and we want our audience to
temporary arrangement be- have a good time." And they
tween Greg, John and Sonny do.

\J._V
: American +
Red Cross

·... Until the floodiiJaters of a hurricane rip through
town, waving hundreds home_IRss. !f you cant spare
srmie time w help.. :you ouqht w be ashamed.

FREE PHONES/··
-

.

Student Gove~nment has made available FREE ~tudent Phones
Take Advantage of the Courtesy Phones
for all of Your Local Calls
· ·
LOCATIONS
Theatre
Portables
Humanities & Fine Arts Bldg.••••••••••••• 2nd ·Floor
Chemistry Building
·
· Administration Bldg.••••••••••• ;. ••• 1st & 2nd Floors
~~~~Education Building
.

•

J

.

~

Student Services Building •••••••• Across from.Bookstore
Computer Center II •••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••Near Lab
-Engjneering Building•••••••••••••·•••••••• rst & 2nd Floors
Student Center ••••••••••••••••Across from Knight's Den
Howard Phillips Hall ••••••• ; ••••••••••••·. 1st & 2nd Floors
__Biology Building •••••••••••••••••••:••• ~.2nd Floor Lounge
Library •••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••• 2nd & 3rd Floors

,.
•w

•

.•
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Wendy ·and Lisa don't break .
new ground with· new albu~
by Steve J. Pustelnyk

·Glass if ieds
Your key to the future

Call Mike at 27 9,-260 l

"
i.·

water.

Wendy and· Lisa; Wendy and Lisa
Prodµ.ced by .Wendy and Lisa and Bobby zFal)s of Prince should be well aware of
these. two talented musicians. They were ·a
mainstay of Th~ _ Revolutlon for years.
Their frustration with Prince w:as vented
in the semi-autobiographical purple Rain.
The movie foreshadowed the eventual split of
the girls from The Revolution.
The record sleeve proves the break was mutually acceptable, "A vecy very spedal
thanks to Prince WVE." And while it is hard
to hypothesize what caused the split, more
than likely it was the desire to use · more
individual material.
Wendy and Lisa do not break new ground
with their album, but instead prove their role
in The R~volutlon wasn't just that of background musicians. Their _debut album is
fresh and -Only occasionally borrows from
Prince's influence. ·
CompariSons can be made. but they are
primarily productibn techniques which were
probably developed while part ofThe Revolution.
Many of the songs have the flair, if not the
controversy, of older Prince albums.
The single, "Waterfall," is difficult to .describe. It has_a strong -rolling ho~-pased
tempo with the soft feminine vocals.
The song rolls like water falling and the
chorus uses the feeling tQ compare life to the

People may come/ People may go/ Jus(as
long as the waters slow/ But watch out when

you're headedjor the waterfall.
The song hasn't 'garnered an extreme
amount of air play, but is certainly capable of
hitting the charts.
The back side of the single, "'The · Life"
which is included on the album is a beautiful
song. It is so slow it might put some listeners
to sleep. But to those who appreciate a ballad, this one wiJ! fit the bill. .
-.
·
"1be Life" is an interesting ode to how
serious some people take life.

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
·.
Saturday Vigil Mass
6:00 P.M.
Sun~ay

Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
Choir Rehersal
Wednesday, _7:00 P.M.

i1WThllJ

Albums
The album carries some surprises too.
"White." a jazzy instrumental, is an excellent
song ancl shows the variation of Wendy and
Lisa's style. The saxophone solo which liigh·ughts the song is downright baa.ad.
Other songs including "Honeymoon Express" and "Stay" are excellent works and
prove the album is a worthwhile effort
throughout.
·
Fans of the white side ofR&B should enjoy
this album. Fans of Prince need this album.
After all Wendy and Lisa were an important
part of Prince's early period and continue to
be a genuine artistic talent ·on their own.

1501 Alafaya Trail
275-0841
WELCOME
f----------------------,--

STUDENT-.
LE-G AL SERVICES
St~dent Legal Services provides
students with an assistance in selected
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
consumer, non:criminal traffic and
uncontested dissolutions. You can
receive attorney consultation and
representation free of charge t.o
qualified students. Call 275-2538 or
stop by SC 210 for more information or
an appointment.

Problems with?

Need?

Landlords?

A Will?

Insurance?
Contracts?

"'II

Learn to see the sickness~ Leaming is the key to healing.
T~E AMERICAN MENTAL HEALTH FUND . ~~

- Police?

••

. Name Change? ·
Uncontested
Dissolution?

Football Is .
In The Air!! .
Join the football team in
Tallahassee and show your
full support!

Men & Women!s Clothing ·
from the 1890's to the 1960's
>

The Office Of Minority Student Services is
sponsoring a bus ride to Tallahassee. The
bus will depart from Orlando on Friday, Nov.
13th and return to Orlando on Sunday afternoon, Nov .15th. Two different package-sand
prices are available.
For information contact:

The Office Of Minority Student Services
275-2716 • Dr. Robert Belle.
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